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Abstract

Although considerable research has been conducted in the field of hi-

erarchical text categorization, little has been done on automatically collect-

ing labeled corpus for building hierarchical taxonomies. In this paper, we

propose an automatic method of collecting training samples to build hierar-

chical taxonomies. In our method, the category node is initially defined by

some keywords, the web search engine is then used to construct a small set

of labeled documents, and a topic tracking algorithm with keyword-based

content normalization is applied to enlarge the training corpus on the basis

of the seed documents. We also design a method to check the consistency

of the collected corpus. The above steps produce a flat category structure
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which contains all the categories for building the hierarchical taxonomy.

Next, linear discriminant projection approach is utilized to construct more

meaningful intermediate levels of hierarchies in the generated flat set of cat-

egories. Experimental results show that the training corpus is good enough

for statistical classification methods.

1 Introduction

In recent years, many enterprises tend to organize corporate information into tax-

onomies. At the same time, the enterprises also find it important to keep track

of marketing and competitor information from the web according to desired tax-

onomies for their business intelligence. This leads to the requirements to design

the enterprise taxonomy and label large amounts of data manually or automati-

cally.

Generally speaking, manual labeling is of high cost. It is estimated that, in

order to tag a few hundred thousand documents, the enterprise may spend more

than $1M [48]. The cost will increase dramatically when the taxonomy changes

and new facets of taxonomy are defined. Although manual labeling could achieve

high accuracy (in some circumstances), it is not a good choice for large data col-

lections.

Text categorization, as a fundamental and effective tool that can automati-

cally classify all kinds of documents into predefined categories, has been receiv-

ing much attention and numerous approaches have been developed in the liter-
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ature [33, 10, 23, 27, 53, 42]. Experimental results show that the classification

accuracy achieved by automatic approaches is as good as human performance and

thus makes text categorization an attractive technique for information organiza-

tion [44].

However, in practice, the performance of classification methods depends on

the number of available training samples. Test with Reuters-21578 [54] shows

that the classification precision and recall are good with common categories (with

more than 300 training samples), but poor with rare categories (sometimes with

less than 10 training samples). Furthermore, the classification accuracy also de-

pends on the quality of user labeled corpus. If the corpus is poorly labeled, the

classification accuracy will decrease greatly. Thus, there exists a big gap between

the accuracy expected and the real performance in practice.

In order to achieve high accuracy, statistical machine learning methods need

a large high-quality corpus to train the classifier. As manual tagging is very ex-

pensive, it would not be expected to spend a huge amount of human efforts to do

this. So, how to prepare a training corpus with low cost is a big problem that the

enterprise must resolve.

Several attempts have been made to solve this problem. Among them, the most

commonly used method is active learning [14, 34, 45, 16]. In active learning, the

machine prompts the most informative document for the user to label. Human

operates interactively to mark the categories the documents belong to. Active

learning can reduce the number of training samples and reach a reasonable classi-

fication quality. This technique is well suited for the cases where a large unlabeled
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corpus exists. But the enterprise information is extraordinarily complex, much of

them are even non-related to the scope of desired taxonomy. This will lead to a

lot of non-useful data to be labeled. The other type of method is to generate tax-

onomies based on the labeled data as well as unlabeled data. The methods include

learning from labeled and unlabeled examples [17, 36], or a partially supervised

classification [21, 32], or supervised clustering [2]. All of these methods require a

well-labeled pre-existing document set, but in many cases, the enterprise does not

have such a labeled document set. Different from above methods, our approach

focuses on starting with several seed documents and then enlarge the corpus from

the web or Intranet incrementally. The starting point is a set of category labels, and

the user of this system is interested in finding a hierarchical relationship between

the categories.

There are two basic components in a taxonomy: a hierarchy of categories and

a collection of documents [1]. In order to build enterprise taxonomies efficiently

and effectively, the following issues should be carefully studied:

• how to collect a large corpus from the web efficiently;

• how to evaluate the quality of the training corpus;

• how to organize the collected corpus into hierarchical structures.

In this paper, we present an integrated system to address the above-mentioned

issues. Our system can assist the enterprise to prepare large training corpus and

build hierarchical categories from the web. It takes an empty taxonomy as input

and generates as output a hierarchy of categories and a document set in which
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Figure 1: System Architecture

each document is labeled with one or more categories. In particular, first, the

technicians of the enterprise can define the flat category structure freely and sub-

mit some keywords to a search engine. Our system can automatically analyze the

retrieved documents, recommend several seed documents for each category with a

refined centroid method. A keyword-based content normalization and topic track-

ing technique [13] are then used to collect large training samples from the web.

To evaluate the quality of the training corpus, a consistency checking method is

utilized to help the user check the quality of the corpus. Finally, the taxonomy hi-

erarchy is generated via linear discriminant projection. Experimental results show

that the training corpus is good enough for statistical classification methods. The

system architecture is shown in Figure 1.

The system is an interactive environment for the human to work with. We

call the person who uses the tool to build taxonomies the ”annotator”. In the

taxonomy building process, the annotator plays an important role. We mark the

modules which involve annotator’s efforts with yellow color in the system archi-

tecture. Initially the annotator will define the categories in a flat structure, that is to

give each category a meaningful name. And then the annotator needs to introduce
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some keywords for each category and compose several queries to the search en-

gine. The annotator is responsible for justifying whether each seed document is a

good sample when the seed selector presents the seed candidates. Then when new

coming documents are classified by the system, the annotator will make judgment

on each suspected sample and label the sample correctly. Finally, in the hierarchy

generation phase, the annotator will go through the hierarchical tree structure to

guarantee the whole taxonomy is reasonable, he may edit and modify the taxon-

omy if necessary.

Since the information inside the enterprise can be organized in varied ways,

which is most unlikely based on content alone, for example, the data may have

rich metadata, or have been organized according to other hierarchies, or have a

lot of cross references internally. Our approach can leverage this information if

available. For instance, with metadata, some simple rules can be defined to map

the data to the enterprise taxonomy directly [9]. If there exist other hierarchies, the

corpus can be partially derived from the existing taxonomies by deep analysis of

the semantic meanings between the target taxonomy and the existing taxonomy [3,

57]; If documents have cross links to other documents, the referenced documents

can be dragged into the corpus to speed up corpus enlargement efficiency [4]. For

space limitation we won’t accommodate these context influences in this paper and

leave it to future work.

In summary, the contributions of our work are: i) we propose an automatic

method of collecting samples for building hierarchical taxonomies; ii) we present

a keyword-based content normalization method for improving topic tracking; iii)
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we design a information-theoretic method for corpus consistency checking; iv) we

utilize the linear discriminant projection approach to generate meaningful hierar-

chies; and v) we develop an integrated system by leveraging the above-mentioned

techniques. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 de-

scribes the method to collect large corpus from the web. Section 3 introduces

the consistency checking method to evaluate the quality of the collected corpus.

Section 4 presents the linear discriminant projection approach to construct more

meaningful hierarchical category tree. Section 5 shows the experiments and re-

sults. Section 6 discusses related work. Final conclusions are given in Section 7.

2 Collecting the Large Corpus

In this section, we present in detail our methods of selecting training samples from

the web. Section 2.1 provides an overview of the selection procedure; Section 2.2

and Section 2.3 describe seed documents selection and large corpus collection

respectively.

2.1 An Overview of the Selection Procedure

Training samples are collected in two steps: seed document selection and large

corpus collection. The first step is to construct several seed documents. Keywords

are first submitted to a search engine and search results are downloaded (via a

crawler) into the local system. Next, refined centroid method is employed to auto-

matically recommend good documents as seeds from the search results. Then, the
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annotator will make final judgment on the see documents based on the system’s

recommendation.

In the second step, the seed documents are used to discover more relevant

documents from the web. Firstly, the relevant terms are extracted from the seed

documents to enlarge the keyword set for each category. Then, the keyword set

is utilized to normalize the length of seed documents and documents being pro-

cessed. Given the web URL set the enterprise is interested in, the crawler will

crawl the web and download the documents to the local file system. Topic track-

ing algorithm with keyword-based content normalization is used to detect whether

the incoming document is related to the corresponding topic. And finally related

documents will be saved as training samples.

To guarantee the quality of the training corpus, after the large corpus is col-

lected, a consistency checking method is used to help the annotator check the

training data.

2.2 Seed Construction

For each category, some query words can be submitted to a search engine, but the

search results cannot be treated as seed documents directly, because the search

engine’s performance is a common problem, and many non-relevant documents

are often mixed with good documents. Humans can identify good documents one

by one, but it is time-consuming. In addition, in many cases, the samples selected

by a human may not be optimal. We apply relevance feedback technique into our

system and propose an automatic seed selection method.
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Relevance feedback has been proved to be an effective way for query refor-

mulation in information retrieval [5]. Its basic idea is to analyze the terms in

relevant and non-relevant documents, and enhance the weight of terms in relevant

documents and weaken the weight of the terms in non-relevant documents.

In their paper [40], Salton and Buckley compare twelve different feedback

procedures. For the vector feedback methods, three methods were tested:

Rocchio Regular: Q1 = Q0 + β
1

n1

n1∑

i=1

Ri − γ
1

n2

n2∑

j=1

Uj (1)

Ide Regular: Q1 = Q0 +

n1∑

i=1

Ri −

n2∑

j=1

Uj. (2)

Ide dec-hi: Q1 = Q0 +

n1∑

i=1

Ri − Uj. (3)

where Q0 is the vector for the initial query, Ri is the vector for relevant docu-

ment i, Uj is the vector for non-relevant document j, n1 is the number of relevant

documents, n2 is the number of non-relevant documents.

In our system, instead of reconstructing the query, relevance feedback is used

to refine the category’s centroid vector which leads to better seed selection, and at

the same time, it is also applied to enlarge keywords related to the category (this

is described in Section 2.3.2).

To select good documents from the search results for a particular category, we

hope to find the documents which contain many topical words for this category.

The simple and direct method is to find those documents that are most closely
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related to the centroid of this category [28, 43]. With vector space model, that

means the documents containing the high frequency terms in the search results

may get higher similarity score, and so that they will be selected. But this method

doesn’t consider the documents from other categories. From the term’s aspects,

many common terms to every category may have high weights in the centroid

vector. This may lead to the selection of many general documents. Thus, a better

way to select the seed documents is to refine the documents centroid by reducing

the influence of the common terms. Here we apply Rocchio Regular method to

compute the centroid vector.

Suppose C1,C2,...,Cn are n categories, and D1,D2,...,Dn are search results for

each category. For category Ci, the seeds are selected as follows:

1. Compute the representative category vector Vi. Vi can be computed in two

ways: one is the traditional centroid method,

Traditional Centroid: Vi centroid =
1

n1

n1∑

i=1

Ri (4)

the other is the refined centroid method via Rocchio Regular relevance feed-

back formula,

Refined Centroid: Vi refined =
1

n1

n1∑

i=1

Ri −
1

n2

n2∑

j=1

Uj (5)

where relevant document Ri is the document in the search results of the

target category Ci, and non-relevant document Uj is the document in the
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search results of all the other categories.

2. Compute the cosine similarity of each documents di,j ∈ Di with the vector

Vi and sort the documents in descending order of the similarity values.

3. Choose top m documents as seed documents.

In this step, the annotator’s efforts are: naming the category, composing queries,

and judging the seed documents. Before starting to work, it is important to have

the annotator know the scope or the coverage of each topic, so that he can figure

out proper queries to the search engine. While the system automatically selects

seeds and presents them to the annotator, he should make relevance judgments on

the candidates, because the quality of the seeds will influence further automatic

processing. The criteria of good seeds are: the content of the document need to

be relevant to the topic as much as possible; the style of the documents comply

with the desired purpose, for example, if the taxonomy is about news report, the

review/criticism document should be excluded; the seed documents should cover

enough domain diversity for each topic, that means, if all the documents have all

similar sentences, or in the extreme case all documents are the same, it would

not lead to good discrimination; focus on the words of the document, not the dis-

play format, particularly some web pages have many embedded images containing

meaningful words, but after the html filter is applied, only plain text is left, so, the

seed documents must have meaningful words in its plain text, not in the image.

The annotator will follow these guidelines to decide the seed documents.
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2.3 Topic Tracking with Keyword-based Content Normaliza-

tion

2.3.1 Review of Topic Tracking

Topic tracking is one of the TDT research tasks that try to discover topically re-

lated material in news streams [50]. The goal of topic tracking is to keep track of

incoming documents similar to several predefined example documents. Typically

the tracking system is given 1-4 documents, called seed documents, and asked to

monitor the news stream of future document on the same topic. In our system, by

searching the web, the user can collect several seed documents using the method

in 2.2, then topic tracking technique is applied to gather large number of relevant

documents.

Our topic tracking algorithm is based on that described in [13]. The document-

document similarity function is based on a symmetric version of the Okapi for-

mula [38]:

Ok(d1, d2; cl) =
∑

w∈(d1∩d2)

t1wt2widf(w, cl). (6)

tiw is the adjusted term frequency of word w in document i,

tiw =
t̂iw

α + t̂iw
, where t̂iw =

ci
w

∑

w ci
w

. (7)

and idf(w, cl) is a cluster-dependent weight,

idf(w, cl) = idf0(w) + λ
2nw,cl

nw + ncl

, (8)
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where idf0(w) is the traditional inverse document frequency, nw is the number

of documents that contain word w, ncl is the number of documents in cluster cl,

nw,cl is the number of documents in the cluster which contain the word; λ is an

adjustable parameter.

The cluster is represented by the centroid of the documents it contains, then

the similarity score of a document with the cluster is given by

Sim(d, cl) = |cl|−1
∑

d′∈cl

Ok(d, d′; cl). (9)

Because the content of a cluster changes over the course of time and its centroid

is updated dynamically, the scoring formula performs well in the topic tracking

task.

2.3.2 Keyword-based Content Normalization

Since the documents are from the web, their content lengths vary greatly, this

significantly influences the classification accuracy. Several methods have been

proposed to deal with such a problem. For example, Singhal et al. [47] studied

the problem of document length in information retrieval system. They paid more

attention to penalizing the term weight for a document in accordance with its

length. In this section, we propose a keyword-based content normalization method

to improve topic tracking algorithm. The main idea is to use each category’s

keyword set K = {k1, k2, ..., kp} to normalize the length of the seed document

and the document being classified. Its major objective is to remove noises from
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the document, and thus to increase the accuracy of classification. Compared with

the method proposed by Singhal et al., our method allows the user to customize

the text categorization according to his preference. This is achieved by allowing

the user to define the keywords for the keyword-based content normalization.

The keywords are generated in three ways. Firstly, the keyword set initially

contains the category name by default. Secondly, when the user submits a query

to the search engine, the query words are automatically added into the keyword

set. Thirdly, after the seed documents are selected with the method in Section 2.2,

relevance feedback technique is again employed to analyze the documents and

enlarge the keyword set. To do this, for each category, the term weight is computed

according to one of the query refinement formulas (1),(2),(3). The category’s

seed documents are treated as relevant documents, the other categories’ seeds are

non-relevant documents. The terms are then sorted in descending order of their

weights. Top k terms in the list are added to category’s keyword set.

Figure 2 illustrates the keyword-based content normalization. This method

first finds the given keywords in the document. Then the paragraph which contains

the matched keyword(s) is extracted. Those extracted paragraphs are concatenated

as the normalized document of the original one. The improved topic tracking

method consists of the following steps:

1. Initialize each topic with its normalized seed documents;

2. For each incoming document, construct its normalized content and then

classify it to the most relevant category via topic tracking algorithm.
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Figure 2: Keyword-based Content Normalization

Compared with the traditional topic tracking method, our method improves the

performance of classification. The comparison is illustrated by the experimental

results shown in Section 5.3.

3 Consistency Checking

With several seed samples, topic tracking can collect similar documents according

to document’s time sequence. When a large corpus is gathered, we must make sure

that all the documents are consistent with the category tree. Aggarwal et al. [2]

used dominate matrix method to distinguish between very closely related topics

in category tree. Different from their method, we use Shannon entropy to measure

the data consistency.

In machine learning area, researchers have observed that it is a good way to

determine the final category on a new document by inducing multiple classifiers
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and picking the answer with majority votes [45, 52]. In our system, we consider

two classifiers: one is topic tracking, and the other is the traditional k-means clus-

tering method. We first run k-means clustering without time sequence, and then

compare the k-means result with the topic tracking result. There are two problems

we want to detect: the first one is whether the categories are well constructed, the

second one is whether the documents in a particular category are close to another

category.

Suppose there are n categories C1, ..., Ci, ..., Cn, and the document set is D.

K-means clustering method is used to cluster the document set D, cluster num-

ber is n. We use Shannon entropy measure to compare the result of the k-means

clustering method with that of the topic tracking method. Shannon entropy based

measure [46] is a popular method to evaluate the quality of the clustering algo-

rithms [58]. It asserts that the best entropy that can be obtained is when each

cluster contains the optimal number of members. In the ideal case, the k-means

clustering method result is the same with the topic tracking result, this means the

categories are well constructed. If these two results are not identical, then the

documents labeled differently are candidates for checking.

According to Shannon entropy theory, for cluster Sj , the category distribution

pij is the probability that a member in cluster Sj belongs to category Ci:

pij =
|Ci ∩ Sj|

nj

, (10)

where nj is the document number of the cluster Sj . The entropy of every cluster
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Sj is calculated using the standard entropy formula:

Ej = −
n∑

i=1

pij log pij. (11)

The total entropy is then calculated as

E =
1

n

n∑

j=1

nj ∗ Ej. (12)

The lower the entropy, the better the clustering result. When the entropy is greater

than the threshold, the specified category should be inspected. In our experiment,

we simply set the threshold to 0.5. The following steps are executed to detect

which samples are not well labeled. For each k-means cluster Sj , we find its

most matching category node Ci whose documents are collected by topic tracking

algorithm. Then in Ci, the documents which do not belong to cluster Sj are picked

out and presented to the user for checking.

4 Automatic Hierarchy Generation via Linear Dis-

criminant Projection

The first step in automatic hierarchy generation is to infer class relationships (e.g.,

measure the similarities between categories). The similarity should reflect the

intrinsic characteristics of the categories and provide dependence relationships

for efficient learning methods. Once the similarity measure has been determined,
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a hierarchical clustering method can be used to build the hierarchy.

One simple way to infer class relationships is to compare the class repre-

sentatives. As we all know, however, the data dimension is very high in vector

space model for document analysis. It has been shown that in a high dimensional

space, the distance between every pair of points is almost the same for a wide

variety of data distributions and distance functions due to the curse of dimension-

ality [6]. In our work, we utilize linear discriminant projection for generating

more meaningful intermediate levels of hierarchies in large flat sets of categories.

Linear discriminant projection approach first transforms all the documents onto

a low-dimensional space and then clusters the categories into hierarchies accord-

ing to the distances of the centroids of each category in the transformed space.

Discriminant analysis approaches are well known to learn discriminative feature

transformations in statistical pattern recognition literature [15]. Fisher discrimi-

nant analysis [12] finds discriminative feature transform as eigenvectors of matrix

T = S−1
w Sb where Sw is the intra-class covariance matrix and Sb is the inter-class

covariance matrix. Basically T captures both compactness of each class and sep-

arations between classes and hence eigenvectors corresponding to largest eigen-

values of T would constitute a discriminative feature transform. The transformed

feature space would reflect the inherent similarity structure between the classes.

4.1 Linear Discriminant Projection Approach

In this section, we briefly describe the linear discriminant projection approach for

inferring class relationships. The approach is first introduced in [30]. Its core
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idea is to compare the class representatives in a low-dimensional space so that the

comparison is more “meaningful”. More specifically, after finding the transfor-

mation, the similarity between classes is defined to be the distance between their

centroids in the transformed spaces. The notations used later in the discussion are

listed in the Table 1.

Notations Descriptions
A document-term matrix
n number of data points, i.e., documents
N number of the dimensions, i.e, terms
k number of class
Si covariance matrix of the i-th class
Sb between-class scatter matrix
Sw within-class scatter matrix
G reduction transformation
mi centroid of the i-th class
m global centroid of the training set

Table 1: Notations

4.1.1 Finding the Transformation

Given a document-term matrix A = (aij) ∈
�

n×N , where each row corresponds

to a document and each column corresponds to a particular term, we consider

finding a linear transformation G ∈
�

N×` (` < N ) that maps each row ai (1 ≤

i ≤ n) of A in the N -dimensional space to a row yi in the `-dimensional space.

The resulting data matrix AL = AG ∈
�

n×` contains ` columns, i.e. there are

` features for each document in the reduced (transformed) space. It is also clear

that the features in the reduced space are linear combinations of the features in the
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original high dimensional space, where the coefficients of the linear combinations

depend on the transformation G. Linear discriminant projection tries to compute

the optimal transformation matrix G such that the class structure is preserved.

More details are given below.

Assume there are k classes in the data set. Suppose mi, Si, Pi are the mean

vector, covariance matrix, and a prior probability of the i-th class, respectively,

and m is the total mean. For the covariance matrix Si for the ith class, we can

decompose it as Si = XiX
T
i , where Xi has the same number of columns as the

number of data points in the i-th class. Define the matrices

Hb = [
√

P1(m1 − m), · · · ,
√

Pk(mk − m)] ∈
� N×k,

Hw = [
√

P1X1, · · · ,
√

PkXk] ∈
� N×n.

Then the between-class scatter matrix Sb, the within-class scatter matrix Sw, and

the total scatter matrix St are defined as follows [15]:

Sb =

k∑

i=1

Pi(mi − m)(mi − m)T = HbH
T
b ,

Sw =

k∑

i=1

PiSi = HwHT
w .

In the lower-dimensional space resulting from the linear transformation G, the
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within-cluster and between-cluster matrices become

SL
w = (GT Hw)(GT Hw)T = GT SwG,

SL
b = (GT Hb)(G

T Hb)
T = GT SbG.

An optimal transformation G would maximize Trace(SL
b ) and minimize Trace(SL

w).

A common optimization for computing optimal G is

G∗ = arg max
G

Trace
((

GT SwG
)−1

GT SbG
)

.

The solution can be readily obtained by solving a eigenvalue decomposition prob-

lem on S−1
w Sb, provided that the within-class scatter matrix Sw is nonsingular.

Since the rank of the between-class scatter matrix is bounded above by k − 1,

there are at most k − 1 discriminant vectors.

4.1.2 Extension on General Cases

In general, the within-class scatter matrix Sw may be singular especially for document-

term matrix where the dimension is very high. A common way to deal with it is

to use generalized eigenvalue decomposition [19, 29]

Let K = [Hb Hw]T , which is a k+n by N matrix. By the generalized singular

value decomposition, there exist orthogonal matrices U ∈
�

k×k, V ∈
�

n×n, and
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a nonsingular matrix X ∈
�

N×N , such that






UT 0

0 V T




 KX =












Σ1 0

0 0

Σ2 0

0 0












, (13)

where

Σ1 = diag(

r
︷ ︸︸ ︷

1, · · · , 1, α1, · · · , αs

t−r−s
︷ ︸︸ ︷

0, · · · , 0),

Σ2 = diag(

r
︷ ︸︸ ︷

0, · · · , 0, β1, · · · , βs,

t−r−s
︷ ︸︸ ︷

1, · · · , 1),

t = rank(K), r = t − rank(HT
w),

s = rank(Hb) + rank(Hw) − t,

satisfying

1 > α1 ≥, · · · ,≥ αs > 0,

0 < β1 ≤, · · · ,≤ βs < 1,

and α2
i + β2

i = 1 for i = 1, · · · , s.
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From Eq. (13), we have

(XTHb)(X
THb)

T =






ΣT
1 Σ1 0

0 0




 ,

(XT Hw)(XT Hw)T =






ΣT
2 Σ2 0

0 0




 .

Hence a natural extension of the proposed linear discriminant projection in

Section 4.1.1 is to choose the first q = r + s columns of the matrix X in Eq. (13)

as the transformation matrix G∗.

4.2 Defining the Similarity and Hierarchy Generation

After finding the transformation G, we define the similarity between classes to be

the distance between their centroids in the transformed spaces. In other words,

two categories are similar if they are “close” to each other in the transformed

space. The linear discriminant projection finds the transformation that preserves

the class structure by minimizing the sum of squared within-class scatter while

maximizing the sum of squared between-class scatter and hence the distances in

the transformed space should be able to reflect the inherent structure of the dataset.

After obtaining the similarities/distances between classes, we use the Hierar-

chical Agglomerative Clustering (HAC) algorithm of [20] to generate automatic

topic hierarchies from a given set of flat classes. The result of hierarchical clus-

tering is a dendrogram where similar classes are organized into hierarchies. We
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choose UPGMA (Unweighted Pair-Groups Method Average method), which is

known to be simple, efficient and stable [20]. In UPGMA, the average distance

between clusters is calculated from the distance between each point in a cluster

and all other points in another cluster. The two clusters with the lowest average

distance are joined together to form the new cluster.

5 Experiments

In this section, we introduce some detailed information about system implemen-

tation. Then, experimental results are reported. In the experiments, we study the

following issues: the effectiveness of automatic seed selection method, perfor-

mance evaluation for topic tracking with keyword-based content normalization,

and data quality checking. Finally a sample of hierarchical taxonomy built by our

method is presented.

5.1 System Implementation

Figure 3 illustrates the user interface of our system. In our implementation, each

individual system component is developed independently and works together in

a work flow. Because our system collects web pages from the Internet, some

particular techniques are used to deal with different kinds of web pages. The

followings are some detailed information.

1. The crawler is multi-threaded and runs in a mode that can be configured by a

configuration file. The configuration file specifies the depth of the crawling,
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the pattern that the downloaded page’s URL must satisfy, etc. With this

crawler, the system can monitor several web sites, by using a ”start” URL

and a value for depth (in web pages).

2. The content extractor transforms various document format into plain text. It

extracts meaningful text content and removes unrelated information (such

as advertisements and menu links) from the downloaded web page. The

content extractor is based on the layout analysis of the web page and statis-

tics of the content text distribution.

3. The duplication detector maintains both a memory index and a hard disk

index for duplication computation, which makes it fast for processing large

collection of documents. We use a histogram-based measure of similarity

of word distribution in documents to determine the similarity of two docu-

ments and remove redundant information.

4. Document summarization engine extracts important sentences based on the

analysis of the document structure, such as its title, authors, sections, and

paragraphs. In the summarization result, the main document structure and

consecutive sentences are kept, which makes it more readable.

5.2 Seed Document Selection

We use the top ten categories from Reuters-21578 dataset [26] to test our auto-

matic seed selection method. The query words for each category are generated
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Figure 3: User Interface
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simply from the category description file in the package, which are illustrated in

Table 2. The query words are transformed into lower case without stemming.

The document’s original label in Reuters dataset is used to decide whether the

seed is correct. Suppose n documents are returned as seed candidates for cate-

gory Ci, the number of real good seeds is ng, then the precision is computed by

precision = ng/n for category Ci. The macro-average precision among all the

categories are used to evaluate the seed selection accuracy.

Table 2: Query Words
Category Keyword(s)

earn Earnings, Forecasts
acq Mergers, Acquisitions

money-fx Money,Foreign, Exchange
crude Crude, Oil
grain Grain
trade Trade

interest Interest, Rates
heat Heating, Gas, Oil

wheat wheat
ship Shipping

We design two baselines to simulate different seed preparing environments.

The first baseline simulates a poor search environment where the search results

are not ranked by relevance score, such as file system and database. In a file

system, the annotator would use a resource manager provided by the operating

system to find seed documents, the search results can be sorted by file names,

modified date, etc, but no ranking score exists. With a database, the query results

is most likely to be listed in the order of record id. For simplicity, in the first
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baseline experiment, we assume all of the documents containing any of the query

words are returned, the average precision for the ten categories is 0.37. If the top

5 or 10 documents are marked as seeds, the average precision is 0.42 and 0.43

respectively. This indicates that most of the search results are not suitable as seed

documents, although they contain the query words. So, in these cases, it is difficult

for the annotator to select good documents from such a long search result list.

We apply refined seed selection method (formula 5) to see if the system’s

recommendation can help the user to make a decision more easily. The traditional

centroid method (formula 4) is also employed in this experiment for comparison.

Table 3 shows the detailed experimental results.

Table 3: Seed Selection Performance Comparison with Baseline 1
Category top5 top10

Baseline1 Centroid Ref. Centroid Baseline1 Centroid Ref. Centroid
earn 0.80 0.60 1.00 0.60 0.80 1.00
acq 0.60 0.40 0.60 0.60 0.30 0.70
money-fx 0.00 0.80 1.00 0.00 0.90 1.00
crude 0.40 1.00 1.00 0.50 1.00 1.00
grain 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.90 1.00 1.00
trade 0.20 0.60 0.80 0.20 0.70 0.90
interest 0.00 0.80 0.80 0.10 0.90 0.90
heat 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
wheat 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
ship 0.20 1.00 1.00 0.40 1.00 1.00
av pr 0.42 0.72 0.82 0.43 0.76 0.85

The results in Table 3 show that both the traditional centroid method and the

refined centroid method are significantly better than the first baseline. For top 5

documents, the seed precision is improved from 0.42 to 0.72 and 0.82, and for top
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10 documents, the average precision is enhanced from 0.43 to 0.76 and 0.85, re-

spectively. Seed selection with refined centroid method has the best performance,

it improves greatly the traditional centroid method by nearly 10 percent. The

experimental results illustrate that in a poor search environment, our seed recom-

mendation method can greatly improve the seed accuracy, saving a lot of human’s

efforts.

The second baseline ranks each candidate document according to its cosine

similarity with the query vector, just simulating the search result returned by a

search engine. In our experiments, we simply use the traditional cosine similar-

ity formula to rank the candidate documents against the query vector. With this

baseline, macro-average precision is 0.84 for top 5 results. The accuracy is much

better than the first baseline, which means that ranking is a good indicator for the

topical documents.

We apply the two seed selection methods on the search result of the second

baseline in order to investigate if there is still space to improve in this good en-

vironment. Top five documents are selected out of the ten seeds generated by the

second baseline. Table 4 shows the performance of these methods. The macro-

average precision is improved from 0.84 to 0.88 (centroid method) and 0.90 (re-

fined centroid method) respectively. This demonstrates that even with the result

list from a search engine which has ranking capability, the system’s recommenda-

tion method can also improve the accuracy of the seeds.

Based on the above experiments, we can come to the following conclusions:

our automatic seed selection method can provide high accuracy candidates to the
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Table 4: Seed Selection Performance Comparison with Baseline 2
Category Baseline 2 Centroid Refined Centroid
earn 0.80 1.00 1.00
acq 0.80 0.80 0.80
money-fx 0.80 1.00 1.00
crude 1.00 1.00 1.00
grain 1.00 1.00 1.00
trade 1.00 1.00 1.00
interest 0.80 0.80 0.80
heat 0.20 0.20 0.40
wheat 1.00 1.00 1.00
ship 1.00 1.00 1.00
av precision 0.84 0.88 0.90

user particularly in the poor search environment, and it is also applicable with

good search engine to further refine the seed list.

We analyze the root cause of the above experimental results. Since the purpose

of selecting seed documents is to find those representative documents containing

many topical words, ideally, the weights of the topical words in each category are

much larger than non-topical words.

• With the first baseline, seed documents containing any of the category key-

words are randomly ordered (not by its relevance to the query), the good

seeds are most possibly missed in the top list, so the precision is very poor;

• For the second baseline, because the seed documents are ranked according

to descended order of their similarity score with the query words (subset of

the topical words), the higher the score, the more possible to the documents

to be selected as seeds, which leads to the topical words getting greater
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weights than other common words, so the precision is better than the first

baseline;

• When applying relevance feedback, the seed candidates are further filtered

by computing its similarity with the centroid or refined centroid of each

category, since centroid vector better describes the category information.

The top ranked documents selected in this way are more likely to be good

seeds, this is shown in the comparison with the two baselines;

• The performance of refined centroid method is better than traditional cen-

troid method, which is mainly because the weights of common words to all

categories and non-topical words in a particular category are both decreased

by using Rocchio Regular relevance feedback, so that the refined centroid

vector better reflects the characteristics of the topic. Thus, the accuracy of

the top ranked documents are higher than traditional centroid method.

5.3 Tracking Evaluation

In order to investigate the effectiveness of our method in collecting training sam-

ples, we use ModApte split of Reuters-21578 dataset to do the performance eval-

uation. In the ModApte training set, there are totally 9,604 documents, and 7,775

documents are labeled. Among the 7,775 documents, 6,552 documents are sin-

gle labeled and this leads to 54 categories that have more than one sample in the

training set. Without loss of generality, we suppose the category tree is constructed

with these 54 nodes and the tree structure is flat.
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In our system, we assume that the dataset doesn’t exist and the documents are

crawled from the web. In this scenario, the new document arrives one by one,

and the classification is applied on each incoming document sequentially. Our

topic tracking algorithm is actually an incremental learning process, it will update

the cluster centroid when new documents are labeled to a certain cluster. So, it

is not easy to compare our algorithm with general supervised or semi-supervised

learning algorithm. But we want to see if our incremental learning algorithm can

perform better than traditional supervised learning method, so, we select an SVM

algorithm [37] to make a comparison. We have to mention that, such a comparison

is not very fair in a strict discipline.

In the following experiments, micro-average precision, recall and F1 measure

are used to evaluate the classification performance. With Reuters data, each time

n documents are selected for each category from the 6,552 documents. These n

documents are seeds for topic tracking and training samples for SVM algorithm

as well. Because the training samples in ModApte data set are not uniformly

distributed, the total document number does not increase linearly with n.

In keyword-based content normalization, 20 keywords are selected to filter the

document content. The three formulas (1,2,3) described in Section 2.2 are used

to compute the keyword weight respectively. In the computation, Q0 is ignored;

and in formula (3), the non-relevant document is ignored in our experiments. In

topic tracking, we set α = 0.2, and λ = 15 in the experiment because these two

values showed persistent performance on several different data set in our previous

experiences.
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Figure 4: Performance evaluation results

In order to investigate how the keyword-based content normalization influ-

ences the classification result, we also run the standard topic tracking algorithm

without keyword-based content normalization.

All the results are illustrated in Table 5 and Figure 4. Here, ”TR” represents

topic tracking method. KCN refers to ”Keyword-based Content Normalization”,

and KCN 1, 2, 3 represent Rocchio Regular, Ide Regular and Ide dec-hi method

respectively.

Table 5: Tracking Performance Evaluation Results
Method n=5, doc=246 n=10, doc=439 n=15, doc=598 n=20, doc=728 n=30, doc=950

P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

SVM 0.23 0.54 0.32 0.36 0.49 0.42 0.44 0.58 0.50 0.44 0.60 0.51 0.47 0.65 0.55
TR without KCN 0.39 0.51 0.44 0.41 0.53 0.46 0.60 0.63 0.61 0.60 0.63 0.62 0.60 0.65 0.62
TR with KCN 1 0.39 0.50 0.44 0.41 0.52 0.45 0.62 0.63 0.62 0.60 0.63 0.62 0.62 0.63 0.62
TR with KCN 2 0.62 0.61 0.62 0.67 0.62 0.64 0.66 0.63 0.65 0.72 0.67 0.69 0.71 0.64 0.67
TR with KCN 3 0.39 0.50 0.44 0.40 0.51 0.45 0.61 0.63 0.62 0.60 0.63 0.62 0.61 0.63 0.62
Method n=40, doc=1120 n=45, doc=1191 n=50, doc=1257 n=60, doc=1380 n=70, doc=1490

P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

SVM 0.62 0.74 0.68 0.66 0.74 0.70 0.54 0.68 0.60 0.50 0.67 0.57 0.59 0.72 0.65
TR without KCN 0.62 0.65 0.63 0.62 0.64 0.63 0.62 0.64 0.63 0.61 0.64 0.63 0.62 0.64 0.63
TR with KCN 1 0.62 0.64 0.63 0.63 0.64 0.64 0.63 0.64 0.64 0.62 0.64 0.63 0.63 0.64 0.64
TR with KCN 2 0.71 0.65 0.68 0.71 0.65 0.67 0.70 0.65 0.67 0.71 0.66 0.68 0.72 0.67 0.69
TR with KCN 3 0.62 0.64 0.63 0.62 0.64 0.63 0.63 0.64 0.63 0.63 0.64 0.64 0.63 0.64 0.64
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Table 5 shows that with small labeled corpus, our method can achieve better

performance than SVM method. Especially, with 5 training samples for each cat-

egory and using keyword-based content normalization with Ide Regular formula,

the performance of our method is better than that of SVM algorithm with 30 train-

ing documents for each category. This is mainly due to the incremental updating

of the cluster centroid and dynamic term weighting scheme.

It follows from the comparison result in Table 5 that the topic tracking with

keyword-based content normalization improves the classification accuracy greatly.

We can further concludes from Table 5 that the method of Ide Regular method per-

forms better than the other two methods.

Besides using Reuters data to make evaluation on our classification algorithm,

we also make another online corpus collecting experiment. Assume that the task

is to gather relevant news reports about the activities of IBM’s different business

units, for example, Global Services, Software, System and Technology, and etc.

The data source is the Internet. Several large IT web sites are selected as data

source, like it.sohu.com, tech.sina.com.cn, www.ccidnet.com, www.ccw.com.cn,

www.ciweekly.com, www.nanfangdaily.com.cn, www.it168.com, and etc. These

web sites are all in Chinese. We asked one annotator to fulfill the task with our

taxonomy building tool.

Six categories are defined for the taxonomy, they are Global Services, Sales

and Distribution, Software, System and Technology, Research, Personal System.

Firstly, the annotator goes to the above news web sites and search relevant news for

each category. Table 6 lists the initial queries the annotator used, which are trans-
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lated from Chinese. In this way, 36 documents are selected as seed documents.

Then the annotator works with the tool to interactively gather new documents

from the web site. During the process, the documents not containing ”IBM” will

be discarded by our system. Finally we got 759 documents. In the comparison ex-

periment, 100 documents are extracted as test data, and the other 659 documents

as training data for performance evaluation. Table 7 lists the evaluation result.

Table 6: User’s Query Words (Translated)
Category Name Query Terms
Global Services +IBM +”Global Services”, +IBM +solutions

Research +IBM +research
Personal System +IBM +PC, +IBM +”personal computer”, +IBM +thinkpad, +IBM +laptop

Software +IBM +middleware, +IBM +software
System and Technology +IBM +server, +IBM +systems, +IBM +hardware
Sales and Distribution +IBM +sales, +IBM +market

Table 7: Tracking Performance Evaluation Result 2
Method doc=36 doc=79 doc=155

P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

TR without KCN 0.38 0.10 0.16 0.63 0.68 0.65 0.57 0.65 0.61
TR with KCN 1 0.44 0.15 0.23 0.59 0.69 0.64 0.55 0.65 0.60
TR with KCN 2 0.35 0.12 0.17 0.64 0.73 0.68 0.60 0.72 0.65
TR with KCN 3 0.43 0.12 0.18 0.65 0.69 0.67 0.57 0.69 0.62
Method doc=253 doc=342 doc=434

P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

TR without KCN 0.67 0.76 0.71 0.63 0.79 0.70 0.64 0.72 0.67
TR with KCN 1 0.49 0.60 0.54 0.64 0.77 0.70 0.61 0.76 0.67
TR with KCN 2 0.66 0.81 0.72 0.62 0.78 0.69 0.61 0.77 0.68
TR with KCN 3 0.65 0.81 0.72 0.62 0.78 0.69 0.59 0.74 0.66
Method doc=523 doc=596 doc=659

P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

TR without KCN 0.57 0.72 0.63 0.58 0.73 0.64 0.64 0.72 0.67
TR with KCN 1 0.59 0.73 0.65 0.56 0.71 0.63 0.58 0.73 0.65
TR with KCN 2 0.58 0.73 0.65 0.60 0.76 0.67 0.63 0.79 0.70
TR with KCN 3 0.56 0.71 0.62 0.58 0.73 0.64 0.60 0.76 0.67

From the testing results, it is shown that the system works generally well ex-

cept the first iteration. In the first iteration, the average F1 measure is relatively

low(around 0.20), this is mainly because the topic of each category is broad, so,

several documents per category could not cover the topical content. When more
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documents are added to the training set, the performance is increased significantly.

Among the four methods compared, topic tracking method with Ide Regular for-

mula has better classification accuracy, it outperforms the other methods among

most of the experiments; but unfortunately, overall there is no big gain observed

over the baseline.

We further studied the reason for this experiment result. The performance in

the second experiment is due to the following two reasons: one is data source, the

other is topic coverage.

• Data source: Gathering documents from the web is a challenge to the sys-

tem. Unlike Reuters-21578 data set with clean content, the web pages are

in various style and format. Most of them are written in HTML table and

contain a lot of advertisements and menu links, this makes the content ex-

traction very difficult. Although we use automatic content extraction algo-

rithm to extract the content, and apply keyword-based normalization to filter

un-useful information during tracking, but it is unavoidable that some noise

remains.

• Topic coverage: The topics of Reuters-21578 data set are relatively narrow,

each category is a sub topic of financial and economic trade area. But the

topics in the second experiment are broader, each category may cover a

lot of sub-categories, but in our experiment, we didn’t split them further,

this leads to the less coherence in each category. Since the topic tracking

algorithm is a clustering based method, this will occasionally introduce non-
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topical documents into the category (false positive), in the end the whole

performance is decreased. So, from this experiment, we learn that it is

better to define specific topics (narrow topics) to collect the training corpus,

so that the topic tracking algorithm can achieve better performance.

5.4 Data Quality Checking

In this experiment, we choose ten categories from the Reuters-21578 training set,

each category has 5 seeds. Test data are those single labeled to one of the ten cate-

gories in the ModApte test set, this leads to 114 documents. Firstly, topic tracking

without keyword-based content normalization is applied to classify the 114 docu-

ments. After that, k-means clustering runs on the same test dataset, cluster number

is ten. The Shannon entropy is listed in Table 8.

Table 8: Shannon Entropy Measure of K-means Clustering
Cluster Num Label Entropy

0 livestock 1.0478
1 gold 0.5004
2 ipi 0.2071
3 sugar 0.5864
4 iron-steel 0.7848
5 natgas 0.4142
6 gold 0.0000
7 bop 0.3986
8 sugar 0.5004
9 heat 0.0000

Total Entropy 0.4180

The documents in each cluster are assumed to be labeled to the category that
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the cluster is most closely matched. Then the cluster labeling result is compared

with that of the topic tracking algorithm, this leads to 33 documents to be checked.

Among these 33 documents, only 4 documents are correctly labeled by topic

tracking, and the other 29 documents are incorrectly labeled. Another 7 docu-

ments not flagged by the entropy method are mislabeled. In order to investigate

the effect of such misses, we extract 283 single-labeled documents belonging to

the ten categories from ModApte training set to evaluate the classification accu-

racy. The average F1 measure with the initial training seeds is 0.79; before the

33 documents are relabeled, the F1 measure is 0.82; if all the 114 documents are

correctly labeled, F1 measure can reach to 0.87; but with the mislabeled data, F1

measure is 0.86. This experiment shows that the consistency checking method

can pickup the error points from the tracking result effectively and save human’s

labeling efforts in a certain degree, but it is also inevitable to mislabel some data,

so more work is necessary to further refine the quality of the corpus.

5.5 Hierarchy generation

A sample taxonomy built by our tool is a computer market intelligence taxonomy

for a customer that provides information technology consulting service. The hi-

erarchical taxonomy contains 47 nodes. The topics include macro environment

(such as economy, politics, regulations, and technologies), information technol-

ogy products and services (such as PC, laptop, server, storage, IT service, net-

working and telecommunications, software, peripheral, and etc.), and vertical in-

dustry (such as construction, education, consumer, media, transportation, health
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care, and etc.).

The whole working procedure is: At the beginning, the annotator spent some

time to get familiar with the corpus building tool via user manual and live demo.

Then the annotator studied each category to pick a specific topic. Since our goal

is to collect market intelligence information from different angles, the document

content needs to talk about the market analysis, activities of vendors, new tech-

nologies in each industry, and the market trends. After that, the annotator started

to build the corpus via our tool. Initially they submit several queries to web search

engines to get representative documents. Our system gave some recommendations

on the search result. The annotator selected three seed documents for each cate-

gory and packaged them to the customer for confirmation. This took two rounds

of discussion. When the initial seeds were finalized, the annotator could work

alone with the corpus building tool to enlarge the data set. All the documents

are from the web. The annotator expanded the corpus iteratively. That means,

in each iteration about two hundred of documents were crawled and then labeled

by our system automatically. Because the web contains lots of pages, a part of

the incoming documents were discarded by our system. After that, the entropy

method was used to detect suspected samples and proposed them to the annota-

tor for checking. The annotator then corrected the labels and entered to a new

iteration. At last, the annotator collected 1901 documents for this category tree.

During the corpus collecting process, the annotator judged 627 documents, and in

the whole corpus, 198 documents were mislabeled. When the flat structure were

built completely, automatic hierarchy generation method was applied to construct
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the taxonomy. Finally, the annotator adjusted the hierarchical structure to make it

more reasonable to understand. Totally it took the annotator about three weeks to

complete the process of building such a taxonomy.

Figure 5 shows the hierarchies of the subtree of this taxonomy. The generated

hierarchy is evaluated and validated by the domain experts. In Figure 5, each block

represents the similarity between the corresponding row and column categories.

The darker the color is, the more similar the categories are. We can observe from

the dendrogram that most of the semantic similarity of categories is reasonable.

This dendrogram is also helpful for the user to refine the taxonomy manually.

Figure 5: Hierarchy Generation on the Example Dataset
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6 Related Work

6.1 Training Set Generation

Training dataset is very important for text categorization. However, good test

collections are very rare by now. This is because constructing a new dataset for

text categorization requires huge manual effort to label the documents. Recently

several research papers have been focused on generating the labeled datasets au-

tomatically.

Adami et al. [1] propose a semi-automatic process to obtain a hierarchical

document classifier starting from an empty taxonomy. They use bootstrapping

process to make a hypothesis of categorization for a set of unlabeled documents.

Based on a revision of Self-Organizing Maps, namely TaxSOM, the proposed

method can organize the unlabeled data according to a given taxonomy, using in-

formation coming from both node labels and from their topological organization.

There are many differences between their method and ours. In our method, the

system only takes a flat empty taxonomy as input, the documents including the

seed documents and the large corpus are all collected from the web dynamically,

and the hierarchical taxonomy is generated using the discriminant projection ap-

proach based on the flat taxonomy; while [1] takes an empty taxonomy and unla-

beled documents as input to build the hierarchical taxonomy, which assume all the

candidate documents are related to at least one category of the given taxonomy.

The other difference is that, in [1] the human’s interaction is to manually check

the hypothesis formulated by the machine, that is, confirming or discarding the
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category of a given document, [1] doesn’t provide any techniques to reduce this

effort; in our system, we use Shannon entropy to find suspected categories for user

to check, without browsing whole collection of the documents.

Godbole et al. [16] present a document annotation method through interactive

supervision of document and term labels. Actually their method is based on active

learning of SVM algorithm, which actively collects user opinion on feature rep-

resentations as well as whole-document labels to minimize the user’s annotation

efforts. The user can inspect and tune discriminating terms based on the system’s

active learning on terms, especially in the initial stages of bootstrapping a labeled

corpus. Our method has the similar starting point. While in our system, the user

can provide several topic terms to fetch good documents for each category.

Aggarwal et al. [2] propose a supervised clustering method to adjust the pre-

existing taxonomy. Their method assumes that pre-existing training samples with

the associated categories are available.

Davidov et al. [8] describe a system for automatically acquiring labeled

datasets for text categorization from the World Wide Web by capitalizing on the

existing hierarchical directory structures such as the Open Directory. They define

parameters to control the difficulty of the generated datasets for categorization.

However, their dataset generation does not consider the content of the datasets.

We compare our method with other similar taxonomy building methods in

terms of pre-existing data, taxonomy and human labor needed. Table 9 shows that

our method focuses on building taxonomies without pre-existing taxonomy and

data.
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Table 9: Taxonomy Building Methods Comparison
Method pre-existing data pre-existing taxonomy human labor

initial corpus quality checking
our method No No Low Low

Adami Unlabeled No Low -
Godbole Unlabeled No Low Low
Aggarwal Labeled Yes Middle Low

Compared with the other methods, the features of our taxonomy building pro-

cess are:

• Allowing users to define the flat taxonomy at the beginning, and then con-

struct tree structure via hierarchical generation method, which gives the

users much flexibility to define the taxonomy according to human’s under-

standing.

• Starting from several seed documents and enlarging the whole training cor-

pus incrementally, which avoids the users to handle a large data set at the

very beginning;

• Giving recommendations to the annotator in the seed selection stage, which

speeds up the initial training set construction.

• Automatically filtering out a quantity of non-topical documents in each it-

eration, which helps users focus on most likely topical documents.

• Automatically detecting the wrong labeled data and alerting the users to

check and relabel them, which make users save a lot of efforts to check all

the data manually.
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6.2 Hierarchy Generation

Our work also share some commonalities with clustering and summarizing web

search results [39, 22, 55, 56, 51, 49, 11]. Their methods try to group the search

results into clusters and provide easy access and browsing ways for user to get

information. Our method is different than them at picking good seed documents

from the search results and building hierarchical taxonomies.

The organization of a collection of documents into hierarchies derived auto-

matically from the collection itself has been studied in information retrieval [18,

41, 24, 25, 35]. These studies usually are based on selecting topic terms (salient

terms that can identify main themes in the document set) and/or frequently occur-

ring phrases. These term/phrase based hierarchy are mainly used for document

summarization and navigation rather than document classification.

6.3 Linear Discriminant Projection

Little work has been reported on using discriminant projection approach in the

document analysis domain. Chakrabarti et al. [7] propose a fast text classification

approach via multiple linear projections. It first projects training instances to low-

dimensional space and then using decision trees on the projected spaces. Li et al.

[29, 31] experimentally investigate the use of discriminant analysis for multi-class

classification problems (e.g., text categorization).
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7 Conclusions

In this paper, we present an automatic method of collecting training samples

to build hierarchical taxonomies, which can help the enterprise prepare train-

ing samples for text categorization task. The main characteristic of this method

is that it can start with several keywords and gather high quality large hierar-

chical corpus semi-automatically. Experimental results show that our automatic

seed selection method is effective in selecting good documents. Our topic track-

ing with keyword-based content normalization method can achieve better perfor-

mance than traditional classification algorithm, especially in the case of small

training corpus. And our consistency checking method is effective to guarantee

the quality of the data. Furthermore, the generated hierarchy taxonomies improve

classification performance in most of the time.
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